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The Pope discusses his background, the foundations of his faith, his position on spiritual and
moral issues of the day, and his visions for the future of the Church and the world
Available for the first time in English, the private reflections of the modern pope recently
elevated to sainthood—deeply personal writings that reveal a spiritual leader who agonized over
his service to God, continually questioning whether he was doing enough. As the head of the
Roman Catholic Church for twenty-five years, from the final decades of the twentieth century to
the first years of the new millennium, Pope John Paul II significantly impacted our world. As
famous as a rock star, this powerful leader who conferred with numerous heads of state was
the ultimate model of wisdom and religious commitment for numerous Catholics around the
globe. Throughout much of his adult life, from 1962 until two years before his death in 2003,
John Paul II kept a series of private diaries in which he disclosed his innermost thoughts,
impressions, and concerns. Written in his native Polish and never before available in English
until now, these journals provide intimate and deeply moving insight into a man, a priest, and a
saint’s spirituality and a life devoted completely to God. In God’s Hands lays bare the soul of
this powerful, influential statesman, revealing a devout man untouched by his celebrity status;
a selfless servant of God who spent decades questioning whether he was worthy of the role he
was called to carry out. Over forty years, from his bishopric in Krakow to his election to the
papacy to his final years, one question guided him: "Am I serving God?" Entrusted to his
personal secretary—who defied John Paul II’s instructions to burn them after his death—these
notebooks provide us with a privileged glimpse into the life of a humble man who never took for
granted his mission or his exalted role in the church and in the world.
Crossing the Threshold of HopeKnopf
The Holy Father's third encyclical focuses on "the dignity and rights of those who work."
A collection of the poetry Pope John Paul II wrote throughout his life, from his studies as a
seminarian during the German occupation of Poland, to his historic election to the papacy,
from which he transformed the Catholic Church and the world. It was only after Karol Wojtyla
was elected pope that his poetry came to worldwide attention. For years the verse that he had
been composing since 1939 had been published under pseudonyms in his native Poland. After
his election as Pope John Paul II in 1978, Wojtyla was identified as the poet and editions of his
work were published around the world. This collection represents all of the poems written by
the pope between 1939 and 1978, in a translation by Jerzy Peterkiewicz that is the only
English one authorized by the Vatican. Wojtyla wrote throughout his adult life, while he was a
worker, a student, a priest, and a bishop, and his verse reflects the concerns of a man with a
spiritual mission in a country that came under Communist control after the war. Lyrical and
often allegorical, The Place Within demonstrates Wojtyla’s development both as a man of God
and as an artist. On their original publication in 1982, the Catholic Herald said, “These poems
are astonishing for their luminious imagery, their rhythmic range, and, above all, for their
penetrating imagination.” The Place Within stands as a perfect introduction to the thought and
inspirations that have formed and guided one of the most beloved popes of modern times.
Originally published in Polish in 1960, Love and Responsibility is Karol Wojtylas
groundbreaking book on human love. In this classic work, Wojtyla explains relationships
between persons, especially concerning sexual ethics, in the perspective of the true meaning
of love. Grzegorz Ignatik, a native Polish speaker, has translated the 2001 version of the text,
which includes revisions made by Blessed John Paul II himself of the original 1960 edition,
providing helpful notes and defining key terms.
Centering on the theme of mercy, John Paul II hopes to underline this strongest attribute of
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God, especially in the modern age. He continues his discussion of world problems that was
first began in Redeemer of Man, teaching that love informed by God's mercy is the only
response to these situations. He appeals to the world's population to turn to the mercy of the
Father, and to find in God's love a refuge from the impersonal, technologically-driven world we
live in.
As the most traveled and one of the longest serving popes in history, Pope John
Paul II touched the hearts and minds of countless Catholics and non-Catholics
alike. A prolific author with eight languages at his command, John Paul II
published five books and a wealth of encyclicals, apostolic exhortations,
constitutions, and letters, plus hundreds of other messages. Be Not Afraid
captures the legacy of faith, hope, and love left behind by this holy man's words
and life. This beautifully designed book combines an array of stunning images
with inspirational quotes taken from the Holy Father's many writings and
speeches. With more than 40 quotes and pictures, this book helps readers
understand why more than 5 million people of all faiths filled the streets of Rome
to honor his life after his death.
John Paul II¿s landmark apostolic letter on the dignity and vocation of women,
with insightful commentary by Genevieve Kineke.
Blessed Padre Pio, humble peasant and world-famous stigmatist, spoke simple
words of Christian encouragement and inspiration to all who approached him
seeking counsel. This biographical sketch and collection of memorable sayings is
a compact and accessible introduction to the life and message of one of the great
religious figures of the 20th century.
Pope John Paul II discusses God's plan and communion; the renewal and
conversation among communities; the fundamental importance of doctrine; and
the primacy and expression of common prayer. He emphasizes the Church's
priority to deepen ecumenical dialogue among churches and communities
throughout the world.
Join in the Holy Father's anniversary with this inspiring collection of his most
personal writings. Read from John Paul's own words on topics ranging from
prayer and forgiveness to evangelism and marriage. Readers will be moved to
love God more through his encouraging message!
Available in English for the first time, this engaging and enlightening biography of
John Paul II argues the case that the late pope’s life and deeds make him a
worthy saint. A number-one best seller in Italy, Why He Is a Saint is an account
of the late pope’s life, highlighting his deep Christian faith, his dedication to the
Church, and his role in bringing down communism. This book delves deeply into
Pope John Paul’s spiritual essence, through the unprecedented light of the
investigation into whether he merits sainthood. Why He Is a Saint reveals the
pope’s life through vivid, intimate anecdotes. Among the book’s startling
revelations are his thoughts of retirement as his health declined, and the fact that
he practiced the ancient ritual of daily self-flagellation. The book includes both
unpublished as well as public correspondence, such as the “open letter” of
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forgiveness to Ali Agka, his attempted assassin. It also examines the pope’s
severe acts of penitence and documents his miracles. This impassioned plea in
favor of canonizing the pope as a saint has proven to be of profound interest to
Catholics worldwide, as well as to anyone interested in faith and spirituality.
Published on February 11, 1984, Salvifici Doloris addresses the question of why
God allows suffering. This 30th anniversary edition includes the complete text of
the letter plus commentary by Myles N. Sheehan, SJ, MD, a priest and physician
trained in geriatrics with an expertise in palliative care. Acknowledgments of
recent episodes of violence bring the papal document into a modern context.
Insightful questions suited for individual or group use, applicable prayers, and
ideas for meaningful action invite readers to personally respond to the mystery of
suffering.
Countless biographies have been written about Pope John Paul II. In this
volumen a well-know Vatican insider reveals new details about Karol Wojtyla's
youth, from his birth to his election to the papacy. This short, readable book
chronicles the young life and personal development of this popular and beloved
man through stories about his family, his vocation, and his intellectual training. It
is enjoyable for both for adults and young people. "Stories of Karol: The Unknown
Life of John Paul II" originated as a 20-part radio program that aired from January
to March 2001 and was narrated by the author himself. It was also the inspiration
behind the Hallmark channel movie, "A Man Who Became Pope."
To the Bishops, Clergy, and Lay Faithful on prepara-tion for the Jubilee of the
Year 2000.
Chronicles the papacy of John Paul II, including numerous photographs, a
chronology of important events, listings of canonizations and beatifications,
details on his pastoral visits, and descriptions of his encyclicals.
"There is no evil to be faced that Christ does not face with us. There is no enemy
that Christ has not already conquered. There is no cross to bear that Christ has
not already borne for us, and does not now bear with us." Pope Saint John Paul
II embodied these words throughout his life. Born May 18, 1920, in Wadowice,
Poland, Karol Józef Wojty?a lived in times of political turmoil. As a young man
during the Nazi occupation of Poland, he studied in an underground seminary. As
pope, he was instrumental in the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe.
Through it all, he maintained an unwavering hope in the ultimate triumph of love,
truth, and beauty. He remains a hero to millions of people for his unflinching
defense of the Church and her teachings. John Paul II changed the world in
many ways; this book describes 100 of the most important. Each of the 100
accomplishments, teachings, or stories about John Paul II is fascinating,
providing a glimpse into the astounding life and impact of this great and beloved
saint. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Patrick Novecosky is one of America's most
accomplished Catholic communicators. The winner of more than two dozen
awards from the Catholic Press Association, he has edited and written for some
of America's top Catholic publications. Patrick is managing partner at NovaMedia,
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a marketing firm specializing in the Catholic space. He met Pope Saint John Paul
II five times, and he has made Pope Francis laugh out loud. Most importantly, he
is a husband and father of five beautiful children.
The Writings of One of the World's Greatest Religious Leaders on the Most
Important Spiritual Issues of Our Time. The Way to Christ offers a unique
opportunity to experience inspiring sermons Pope John Paul II preached during
spiritual retreats he led while he was still a cardinal. In them he addresses the
pressing spiritual issues of our day: the miracle and dignity of each human life,
the need for a community that nurtures humanity, the necessity of cultivating the
inner spiritual life, and the power of Christ to transform our present and future
realities. These deeply scriptural, very personal talks celebrate the reality and the
immediacy of Christ, offering rich insights and solid guidance for Christians living
in today's world.
"Pope John Paul II's only encyclical on our Blessed Mother, with introduction by
the Cardinal Prefect of the congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, Cardinal
Joseph Ratzinger, and commentary by one of the world's leading Catholic
theologians, Hans Urs von Balthasar. The Church's supreme magisterium and
representative of the Church's most penetrating theological reflection combine to
provide for all the faithful a rich and concise compendium of the Mother of the
Redeemer. ...[from back cover]
Pope Benedict XVI has written: "I consider it my essential and personal mission
not so much to produce many new documents but to see to it that John Paul's
documents are assimilated, because they are a very rich treasure, the authentic
interpretation of Vatican II." This volume responds to that challenge in helping
readers and students to understand the important themes in John Paul II's
theology, which is crucial because his influence is already as great as that of
almost any other Pope, and his teachings and writings need to be studied
carefully by Christians of all denominations. John Paul II's writings were prolific,
covering topics as important as ethics, politics, theology, and comparative
religion as well as a number of philosophical works published before he became
Pope.
“Fascinating...sheds light on the history of the twentieth century for everyone.”—New
York Times Book Review Now, with an updated preface, the latest edition of the
definitive biography of Pope John Paul II that explores how influential he was on the
world stage and in some of the most historic events of the twentieth century that can
still be felt today. Witness to Hope is the authoritative biography of one of the singular
figures—some might argue the singular figure—of our time. With unprecedented
cooperation from John Paul II and the people who knew and worked with him
throughout his life, George Weigel offers a groundbreaking portrait of the Pope as a
man, a thinker, and a leader whose religious convictions defined a new approach to
world politics—and changed the course of history. As even his critics concede, John
Paul II occupied a unique place on the world stage and put down intellectual markers
that no one could ignore or avoid as humanity entered a new millennium fraught with
possibility and danger. The Pope was a man of prodigious energy who played a crucial,
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yet insufficiently explored, role in some of the most momentous events of our time,
including the collapse of European communism, the quest for peace in the Middle East,
and the democratic transformation of Latin America. With an updated preface, this
edition of Witness to Hope explains how this “man from a far country” did all of that,
and much more—and what both his accomplishments and the unfinished business of his
pontificate mean for the future of the Church and the world.
"Dear brothers and sisters! A prayer so easy and yet so rich truly deserves to be
rediscovered by the Christian community." - Pope St. John Paul II During his papacy,
Pope John Paul II ardently encouraged the faithful to return to the Rosary - his own
favorite prayer. He demonstrated his love for it by praying all the mysteries every day,
and by writing, speaking, and preaching about it. He knew from his personal experience
of prayer that we come to know the person of Jesus Christ through Mary and the
Rosary. With this book, you can pray the Rosary with the saint who loved it so much.
For each mystery of the Rosary, you will find: The spiritual fruit that accompanies each
mystery A short reflection on how Pope St. John Paul II embodied the spiritual fruit A
Scripture passage for reflection An excerpt from a talk or writing of John Paul II
Whether the Rosary is already your favorite prayer or you're just learning to pray it,
Praying the Rosary with St. John Paul II will help you "rediscover the Rosary in the light
of Scripture, in harmony with the Liturgy, and in the context of your daily lives." ABOUT
THE AUTHOR Gretchen R. Crowe is editorial director for periodicals for Our Sunday
Visitor, where she oversees the digital and print publication of OSV Newsweekly, The
Priest, Deacon Digest and Simply Catholic. An award-winning writer and photographer,
Crowe has been a member of the Catholic Press Association since 2005. Crowe joined
Our Sunday Visitor in March 2013 as OSV Newsweekly editor. She is also the author of
Why the Rosary, Why Now? (OSV, 2017). Crowe lives in Indiana with her husband and
two children.
Pope John Paul II continues to be remembered and loved for his closeness to all
people around the world. In this book his own words lead readers to the holy season of
Christmas. Reflections for each day--from the First Sunday of Advent until the end of
the Christmas season--begin with selections from talks and statements of the late Holy
Father, followed by Scripture, prayer, and a suggestion for an appropriate seasonal
activity. "Advent and Christmas Wisdom" is ideal for those who want to enter more
deeply into the mystery of Christ's Incarnation as they prepare room in their hearts for
his birth. During this special season, readers can experience the joy of praying with the
words of Pope John II. "Paperback"
Pope John Paul II has had a profound theological and personal impact on Catholics
and non-Catholics alike. In the scholarly tradition of Saint Augustine and Saint Thomas,
he has found a new unity between faith and reason. The study of God, says John Paul,
is also the study of humanity. He has come to vigorously insist on the rights and dignity
of each human person, and on the divine importance of the family. John Paul teaches
that the keystone of Christian living today is the communion of persons which is the
family.ÊCovenant of LoveÊconveys this central message of his pontificate. It explores
the influence of Christ on the modern family, human intimacy, and sexuality and
illustrates the Pope's response to the violations of that familial communion: materialism,
sterilization, pre-marital sex, abortion, polygamy, adultery and lust, contraception and
artificial conception, and homosexuality. Written for the layman as well as for clerics,
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students, and educators, this volume will enhance the understanding and appreciation
of Pope John Paul II's teachings.ÊCovenant of Love,Êpresents the extraordinary new
way that John Paul II is using to present a new synthesis of the faith that can be the
means of renewing the faith of all Christians and of bringing more people to Christ. It
sets out his philosophical and theological design for every Christian who seeks a closer
relationship with God--in the person of Christ, in the Church, and in the human heart.
The best-selling collection of the beloved pope’s most personal thoughts and
writings—revised and expanded This definitive compilation brings together the words
that Pope John Paul II most urgently wanted the world to hear and embrace. Arranged
by the themes he emphasized in his quarter century as pope—including prayer,
forgiveness, family, suffering, the church, and Christ—Go in Peace gives the reader an
up-close and personal look at this great churchman’s pastoral heart and passes along
his vision for a vital life of Christian faith.“Make time for study, meditation, and
reflection. Use your intelligence well; make an effort to reach correct convictions; do not
waste time; deepen the motives and foundations of faith in Christ and in the Church, so
as to be firm now and in your future. We remain firm in our faith by means of prayer;
remember St. Paul wrote: ‘Pray without ceasing.’” —John Paul II, from Go in Peace
A great international bestseller, the book in which, on the eve of the millennium, Pope
John Paul II brings to an accessible level the profoundest theological concerns of our
lives. He goes to the heart of his personal beliefs and speaks with passion about the
existence of God; about the dignity of man; about pain, suffering, and evil; about eternal
life and the meaning of salvation; about hope; about the relationship of Christianity to
other faits and that of Catholicism to other branches of the Christian faith.With the
humility and generosity of spirit for which he is known, John Paul II speaks directly and
forthrightly to all people. His message: Be not afraid!
Although there are countless ways to study Saint John Paul the Great, the most direct
route is by entering the man’s heart. Discover the five greatest loves of Saint John Paul
II, through remarkable unpublished stories about him from bishops, priests, his
students, Swiss Guards, and others. Mining through a mountain of papal resources,
Jason Evert has uncovered the gems and now presents the Church a treasure chest
brimming with the jewels of the saint’s life.
Meeting House Essays in a series of papers reflecting on the mystery, beauty and
practicalities of the place of worship. This popular series was begun in 1991, and each
resource focuses on a particular aspect of space, design or materials and how they
relate to the liturgy.
From a preeminent authority on the Catholic Church and papal biographer, "an intimate
understanding of John Paul II" (Weekly Standard) In Lessons in Hope, George Weigel
tells the story of his unique friendship with St. John Paul II. As Weigel learns the pope
"from inside," he also offers a firsthand account of the tumult of post-Vatican II
Catholicism and the Cold War's endgame, introducing readers to the heroes who
brought down European communism. Later, he shows us the aging pope grappling with
the post-9/11 world order and teaching new lessons in dignity through his own
suffering. A deeply humane portrait of an eminent scholar learning a saint, Lessons in
Hope is essential reading for anyone seeking a fuller understanding of a world-
changing pope.
A collection of addresses by His Holiness John Paul II, in which he provides words of
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inspiration particular to young people to guide them in making life choices.
Contained in THE WISDOM OF JOHN PAUL II are essential excerpts from papal
encyclicals, sermons, addresses, and other statements, both formal and occasional,
from throughout his Holiness's papacy. They discuss, matters of faith and conscience,
and range from the problems of Contemporary Spirituality and Morality to Progress in
the Modern World and Human Rights - all informed by the profound wisdom and deep
understanding of a man who devoted his life to God and His peoples.
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